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PREFACE 
In pursuance of National Education Policy ( 1998-20 10). a project on Curriculum 

Reforms (Vision 2010) is in progress. I t  aims to improve the quality of education through 
curriculum revision and textbook development. The highest priority has been assigned to 
the revision of cumculum with a view to update the entire course contents so that 
Ideology of Pakistan could permeate the thinking of young generation and help them with 
necessary conviction and ability. 

2. Believing in participatory and coordinated approach the Ministry of Education 
requested the provincial govemments/cumculum hureaux to attempt need hased draft 
cumcula in all the suhjects for classes I through XII. Consequent upon this. the 
Government of the Punjab sent 36 titles and Government of NWFP sent I0 titles of draft 
curricula in different subjects to the Ministry of Education. The Bureau of Curriculum 
and Extension Centcr. Jamshoro, Sindh. and Bureau of Curriculum and Extension Center 
Quena, Balochistan furnished their comments on the existing cumcula. To synchronize 
the feedback. the Ministry of Education appointed National Curriculum Development 
Comminees. The panels of the committees were comprised of cumculum devclopers, 
subject specialists, university, college and school teachers. The representatives of 
National Curriculum Bureau and Provincial Curriculum Bureaux were also on the panels. 
The Committees analyzed and synthesized the comments. Global experiences of 
cuniculum development were also kept in view while revising! updating the National 
Cumculum. 

3. In the light of the ahove considerations. the committees revised and updated the 
existing National Curriculum in Languages and Social Sciences for classes I through XI1 
and General Science for classes IX-X. The philosophy under lying National Curriculum 
is Islam and ldeology of Pakistan as set hy the Federal Act X, of 1976. The objectives of 
the National Curriculum are tianled in the light of the objectives of the latest National 
Education Policy (1998-2010). Purposeful learning compctcncies are suggested in each 
subject. rhese aim to provide the learners, skills for continuing education. civilized 
hehaviour and attitude to become useful and peaceful citizens. The ohjective is also t(! 

provide them with the skills for economic development. Horizontal and vertical 
articulation of  the contents at all levels/classes is made to make the cunicululn free from 
gaps, overlapping. overloading and repetition. Attempt is madc to makc :he cumculum 
more representative and respnnsive to the ideology of Pakistan and societal needs. We 
still believe that cumculum development is a continuous process and can be made rnorc 
responsive that is the reason, the hdinistry woutd welcome comments and critique fiom 
community members and the users. This will help us in making the curriculun~ more 
effective and need hayed. 

4. The Ministry of Education appreciates the contributions of all the Provincial 
Governments, Curriculum Bureaux and the National Curriculum Develop~nent 
Committees towards the revision of the National Curriculum. 

(DR. HAROONA JATOI) 
Joint Educational Adviser 

(i i i)  
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INTRODUCTION 

The curriculum has been designed to introduce the basic questions and issues to 
the students in the discipline of Philosophy and their relation with science and society. 
The curriculum assumes no background knowledge of philosophy. It is therefore, 
important to develop textbooks both in English and Urdu or in any other medium of 
instruction for real implementation. Extreme care needs to be given in developing 
textbooks so that the intermediate level remains well below of the Degree programme. 

Our aim is to establish the questions of philosophy which are related to the living 
issues in life. We believe that problems of philosophy are the problems of civilized 
society. We also know the fact that Hikmat is of paramount importance for personality 
traits in specific. and human beings in general. The Quraan says, "He. who is given 
hikmat (wisdom) is given a banded good. A great adage may serve a guiding principle for 
the students of philosophy. "Life is the giA of God, but beautiful living is a gift of 
wisdom." 

It is important to note that to philosophize is to understand. The more one 
criticizes the better one understands. I t  is our cherished goal to present the issues in such 
a way so that to inculcate a critical approach in students. Philosophy also endeavors to 
provide a world- view by syntllesizing human knowledge and experience (poetic 
expcrience. religious experience. etc) into an organic whole. The committee desires to 
enable the students to see issues in a wider socio-religious perspective and help the 
students a better understanding of human situation and issues related to science and 
society. 



GENEFML OBJECTIVES 

I. To form the minds of students by developing in them the habit of consistent 
behavior, critical and reflective thinking. 

2. To enable students to comprehend the conceptual foundation of Islamic 
values, system, personal and social commitments it cherishes so much. 

- 
3. To make the students aware of the social /political philosophy of Pakistan in 

Islamic perspective, and to enahle them to dedicate their lives to the ideas of 
social justice, tolerance, brotherhood with the aim to promote national objectives 
of unity and solidarity of Pakistan. 

4. To make the students to recognize the reason and logic needs to be applied in 
every aspect of human life. 

5. To enable the students to respond the impacts of science and technology upon 
society and pave the way for the social change in consonance with our cultural 
framework. 

6. To enable the students to integrate secular knowledge gained by man with the 
q knowledge acquired through revelation made by Allah to the Prophet 

Muhammad (PBUH). 

7. To enable the students to understand Human condition in a significant and 
meaningful way. 

8. To enable the students to see human problems in a hroader socio-religious 
perspective which is marred not by prejudice, ignorance and half knowledge. 

9. To inculcate in students the gratitude to Allah Almighty for His hlessing bestowed 
upon us. 

10. To promote feelings of national integrity, self-reliance and behaviour pattern of 
national character. 



Outline of Syllabus 
Class-XI 
Paper A Elements of Philosophy 
Chapter 1:  Introduction 
a) What is Philosophy? 
b) What are the specific philosophical questions? 
c) Philosophical Approaches 
d) Criticism/Speculation 

Chapter 2: Philosophy and Religion 
a) Questions asked in Philosophy and Religion. 
h) Their treatment 
C )  Differences 

Chapter 3: Philosophy and Science 
a) What does science try to understand? 
h) How is it different from philosophy? 
c) What role does philosophy play in the growth of science? 

i)  Interprets 
ii) Criticizes 
i i i )  Resolves conflicts 
iv) Justifies 

Chapter 4: Knowledge 
a) Definition of knowledge. 
b) Sources of knowledge: 

i) Rationalism 
ii) Empiricism 
iii) Intuition and Revelation 
iv) Authority 

Chapter 5: Metaphysics 
a) Monism 
b) Dualism 
c) Pluralism 
d) School's of Idealism and Materialism 

Chapter 6: Ethics 
a) Meaning and scope of Ethics. 
h) Ethical Theories: 

i )  Golden Mean 
ii) Utilitarianism 
iii) Good will. 
iv) Islamic Theory 

Chapter 7: Islamic values 
a) Islamic concept of Allah. 
b) Relation between man and Allah. 
c) Human rights, responsibilities and Social justice in Islam 
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Class-XI1 
Paper B Logic and Scientific Method 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
a)  Definition and scope of logic. 
b) Propositions & Arguments 
C) Premises/conclv>:~n Indicators 
d )  Types of Ar:!n.~rzr's: 

i )  Inductir,n 
ii) Deduction 

e) Truth & Validity 

Chapter 2: Language 
a) Language as an Instrument. 
b )  3 Important uses of language: 

i) Informative 
ii) Expressive 
i i i )  Directive 

Chapter 3: Informal fallacies 
a) What is messnt by fallacy'? 
b) Fallacies of Relevance: 

i) Appeal to force 
ii) Appeal to emotions 
i i i )  Appeal to pity 
iv) Complex question 
V) Ad homincm 
iv) Fallacies of ambiguity: 

Equivocation 
Amphiholy 
Accent 

Chapter 4: Categorical Propositions 
a)  Four Categorical Propositions. 
b) Quantity. quality and distribution 
C) Traditional square of opposition. 
d) Three laws of thought. 

Chapter 5: Categorical syllogism and simple arguments 
a) Categorical syllogism 

i) Figure 
1)  Mood 
i i )  Standard f o m ~  
iii) Rules 
iv) Venn diaqam 

b) Simple arguments forms and Truth Table 

Chapter 6: Inductive i,ogic 
a)  Forms of Inductive Generalization and Inductive Analogy 

b) Factors on which their strength depends 

Chapter 7: Scientific Method of Explanation: 
a)  Scientific and unscientific 
b) Characteristic of a good hypothesis 

4 



LEARNING COMPETENCIES FOR CLASS-XI 
PAPER A 

ELEMENTS OF PHILOSOPHY 
CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Objectives 
Coenitive: 
'I i> de\ clop undemanding 
philosophical issues 

Affective: -- 
a~ lo  develop critical and 
speculative modes of thinking. 
h )  lo devt-lop a sense ol' 
rejrction o:dogmat~sm and 
blind folli:wing 

Psvchomotor: 
a )  I o dc\cIop skills in writing. 
b) To part~cipate in discu~sion. 

Examined 
life (Truth. 
Wisdom. 
Goodness 
and Beauty) 

a) What is 
Philosophy? 
h) What are the 
specific 
philosophical 
questions'? 
C) I'hilosophical 
Approaches 
Criticism) 
Speculation 

Activities t- 
i )  Seminars 
i i )  I~iscoszions 
no nature of 
philosophy 
i i i l  Read~ng 
rclevant 
literature 

I ) Evaluation' 
assessment of 
students' 
comprehension 
through 
question and 
answer. 

2 )  I?escnptive 
quections. 

CHAPATER 2 

PHII,OSOP?-1Y AND RE1,IGION 

Objectives 

Cwnitive 
To create awareness about 
philosophical q~lestions 
pemining to philosopity and 
r~llgion 
Affective: 
To develop a sense of rejection 
oTdogmatism and blind 
followinp. 
Psvchomolor: 
I ! 10 dcviSl~~p writing skills 
7) To take pan in discussions. 

Relationship a) Questions 
hetween asked in 
philosophy Philosophy and 
and Kellgion Rrligion. 

h) Their 
treatment 
c)  Iliffrrences 
d) Alland 
Muhamamd 
Iqbal's 
Educational 
Pll~losophy. 

I ) fivaludtion 
of humm 
situ~tlon. 
2 )  1)iscussion 
(m various 
Is.;ues in 
ph~losophv and 
rrl~gton 
3)  Reading 
rcltvanl 
Ilferaturr, 
4 )  I)ehstes 
5 )  Speeches 

I ) Essay 
2)  Cornparall\-e 
study 
3 )  Obzervinx 
students' 
participation in 
proup 
discussion. 



CHAPTER 3 

PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE 
Weightage 10% 

. 
Ohjrctives Concepts Contents Activities Evaluation - 
Coenitive: Relation a )  What does science try I ) Seminars I )  Ohjcctive Test 
To develop between to understand? 2)  Croup 2 )  Comparative 
understanding of philosophy and b) How is it different discussion on smdy 
philosophical science from philosophy? current 3) Observing 
quest~ons C )  What role does scientific students' 
pertaining to philosophy play in the issues participation in 
science and growth of science'? 3) Reading group discussion 
philosophy. i )  Interprets relevant 
Affective: ii) Criticizes literature 
To promote iii) Resolves 4) I>ehates 
appreciation of the conflicts 5) Speeches 
debt of science to iv) Justifies 
philosophy 
Psvchomotor: 
To develop the 
ability to 
participate in 
ar&umentation and 
dehate on living of 
scientific issues: 

- ~- - 

CHAPTER 4 

KNOWLEDGE 
Weightage IS0& 

Objectives Concepts Contents Activities Evaluation 
Coenitive: T l l c u ~  of 8 )  Definition of I ) Seminars I )  Objective 
To develop knowledge knou,ledge. 2) Group Test 
undersfanding of h) Sourccr of  knowledge: discussion on the 2) Quiz 
issues pertaining to i )  Rationalism nature of 3)  Descriptive 
Epistemology i i )  Empiricism knowledge questions 
Affective: iii) Intuition and 3) Reading 4)  Observing 
I ) I o pronlote Revelation relevant literature students 
appreciation of 
Philosophical 
issues vis-a-vis 
knowledge. 
2) To develop a 
senze of rejection 
of dogmatism and 
blind following 
Psvchomotor: 
To lake pan in 

iv) Authority 4) Questions: participation in 
Answers Sessions group 

C) Introduction of basic discussions 
philosophy of Imam 
Chu.ali 
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CHAPTER 5 

METAPHYSICS 
Weightage: 10% 

Objectives Concepts Contents Activities Evalustion 
Connitivc: a) Nature of a )  Monism I) Seminars I )  Objeclive 
I r ,  develop Really b) Dualism 2 )  l)iscussion on Test 
understanding of b) Problem of c)  Pluralism the nature of 2)  Quiz 
the various Substance d) School's of Idealism reality and 3) Descriptive 
theories of reality. and Materialism metaphysical questions 
Affective: 
I.<> prrmutc 
appreciation and a 
sense ofcriticism 
towards and 
criticize various 
theorier of Kealirv 
Psvchornotor: 
1 ,> aryue aiid 
discuss 
metaphvsical 
issues. 

CHAPTER 6 

ETIJICS 

Objectives I Concepts 
Cognitive: 1 Fvaluation of 
To develop 
underst'mding of 
moral princlples. 
Affective: 
To promote a sense 
of respect for moral 

1 lluman action. 

schools. 
3 )  Reading 
relevant 
literature 

4 )  Judging 
pupil's ability to 
frame argumenu; 
and discuss on 
ph~losophical 
debate. 

Weightage 115% 

I Contents I Activities I Evsluation 
a) Meaning and scope I ) Seminars I )  Essay 
of hthics~ ? I  i>~scussion on ?I Describ- .~ ~ 

1 h) 1:t;ical lkeories: the nature of'moral tive ques- 
Golden I theories and I tions. 
Mean ethical terms. 3) Assessing 

i i )  Utilitarian 3) Reading students' 
ism relevant literaturn ability during 

\.aIues. iii) Good €PUP 
Psvchomotor: will. discussion 
I ( I  apply Gral 
principles on living C) Islamic theory of 
~ssues. Ethics 

L 



CHAPTER 7 

ISLAMIC VALUES 
Weightage 

Ohjectives Concepts Contents Activities t:valuation 
Coenitive: Mcaning and I J Islan,ic I J Seminars I ) Essay To develop understanding nature of concept of 2 )  Group 
of Islamic values 2)  Descriptive 

values in Allah discussion on the questions, 
Affective: Islam. 2 )  Relalion nature values in 

I 3) Assessing , To promote a sense of hetween man Islam and \\hat i t  studmtc. 
respect ihr Islamic values. and Allah. ~neans to he a 
Psvchomotor: aLlility during 

3) Human rights Muslim. 
To discuss and write on group 

& 3 )  Rcading discussions 
Islamic values. responsihilitie?; rele,:ml literature 

and Social 
justice in Islam 

CHAPTER 8 

HIKMA: MEANING & SCOPE 
Weiyhta~e 1O06 

I .>V""" 1,y I comprehension of I ....,..I, :..A 

- 
Objectives I Concepts I Contents 
Coenitive: 

Activities 
Hikma: 

Evaluation 
a )  Meaning of fiikma I. ('lass test 

I ) 'To d e v e l o ~  I.! c....--... I .  Ohlect~ve 11 basis of  type tests 

I 
- 

I -- I 
.-<a,,. , a-~hid- 2. Group 

meaning of Hiknia Scope - Unity and discussion 
2) To promote c,.t:,n--... 2. Subjective nf Questions 

. I I ( U I h I I I " .  

the si&wificance of 3. Speeches c)  Risalat respect for 
Risalat 3. Ohserving & 

humartity. Social 4. seminar 
Affective: Justice, Tolerance. aqsessing the 
a )  To develop a students while 

IJniveisal j. Flonme 
sense of respect group discus- 

hrolherhood 
h) Values of 

assignmerrts sion and 

Islamic speeches arc 
hiotherhood. 6 .  Question' being held. Ansu.er 
Psychomotor: 
To part~cipat- :n Techniques. 
philosophi~al I 
discussion 
effectively & 
confidently. 

- 



LEARNING COMPETENCIES FOR CLASS-XI1 

PAPER B 
LOGIC AND SCIENTIFIC METHOD 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
Weightage: ISo/'/b 

Objectives C:a.ncept Contents Activities Evaluation 

Cocnitive: a)  j%;,ture of i.ogic, a )  Definition and scope of I r h l m  1 )  Oh~cctive 
h) Stru~ture of logic. solving. type tcsts. I ,, dc, clop 

understanding of Ar~wments. h)  Propositions & identifying 2 )  Iissay 
Arguments arguments. Lo~ir.  and 

Arguments. C) Prcmi~esiconclu~i~n premises 3) Cornpara- 
Indicators and tive study. Afftctive: 

1,s ilc\.chlp a sense d) 'Types of Arguments: conclusion 
ofcr~tical and i )  lnduct~ve through 

i i )  1)cductive class-room argumentative 
Inode of thinking. e)  Truth R; Validity tests, 

Psvchornotor: 2)  Question1 

'1'0 dcv~,lop the Answer R: 

ahil~ty to d n u ,  Home 

diagrams'visual aqsipnment 
activities representation of 

arguments. 

CHAPTER 2 

LANGUAGE 
Weightage: 10% 

understanding of 
the nature and 
Important functions 
of lanwaec. 
Affective; 1 ii. rpprcriue the 

I multtpllclty of use 

Psvchornotor: 
I I, dcclpher 
dil'ferenl use% of  
language. 

Concepts Contents Activities Evaluation 
a)  1.anguage a< an Proh1r.m I )  Objective N?.ture and 
Instrument. solving. type tests. functions of 

IAan!gwage. h) Three Imponant uses of identifying 2) Essay 
language: difl'erent 

I )  Informative uscr of  
ii) f xprcssive lankwage 
iii) Directive given in the 

exercises 

9 



CHAPTER 3 

INFORMAL FALLACIES 
Weightage: 159.6 

Objectives Concepts Contents Activities 
Coenitive: 

Evaluation 
Informal fallacies: a )  Wliat 1s meant hy 

To develop 
I'rohlcni I )  Objective 

i) Fallacies of fallacy'! solviti~. 
understanding of Relevance h )  Fallacies of type tests. i d e n f ~ f l ~ n s  2) Descriptive 
the nature of ii) Fallacies of Relevance: 
fallacies. 

different questions 
Ambiguity fallacies from 31 Quiz 

Affective: i )  Appeal to force the passages 
'To promote ii) Appeal to emotions contained in  
appreciation for i i i )  Appeal to pity tlie 
the ways to avoid 1v) Complex question e x e r c i s e s ~ n e ~ , ~  
fallacies of \') Ad homine~n papers etc.. 
relevance and 
ambiguity. C )  Fallacies of ambiguity: 
Psvchornotor: 
'To identify I ) Equivocation 
fallacies in daily 2)  Amphiholy 
life. 3 )  Accent 

CHAPTER 4 

CATEGORICAL PROPOSITIONS 

I Weightage: 15% 

Objectives Concepts Contcnts Activities Evaluation 
Connitive; Standard form a)  1:our Categorical I'rohlern 
7'0 develop categorical Propnsi~i(ins. I ) Objective s t>lvin~:  type rests. 
understanding propositions h)  Vuanlily, quality and solution of 

2 )  standard form- distrihu~inn questions 
categorical 

Descriptive 
C )  'Traditional squares of relating to 

proposition. 
qilestions 

opposition. cateyor~cal 3) Quiz 
Affective: d )  l h r e r  laws orthought. proposit~ons 
l o  drvelop a sense and 
of distinguishing traditional 
quality. quantity square nf 
and distrihution. opposition 
Psychornolor: contained in 
I ) To d n u  clian of the exercise. 
traditional square 
of opposition. 
2) Draw Venn 
diagram. 



CHAPTER 5 

CATEGORICAL SYLLOGISM AND SIMPLE ARGUMENTS 

We~ghtage' 15% 

Objectives 
Cornitive: 
10 t~ndrrstand the 
nature standard 
form categoncal 
syllogism argument 
forms. 
Affective: 
To Appreciate the 
role of categorical 
syllogism in daily 
life and vanous 
disciplines. 
Psvchomotor: 
To draw Venn 

Concepts I Contents 
Valld~tv of 1 a)  Categorical syllogism 
Categorical I)  Figurn 
syllogism 2) Mood 

3) Standard form 
4) Rules 
5) Venn diagram 

b) Simple argument forms 
and Tmlh Tahle 

A c t i v i t i ~  
Problem 
solving: 
solution of 
questions 
relating lo 
categoncal 
syllogism 
contained in 
exercise 

Evaluatinn- 
Determining 
the validity of 
syllopsm. 
Shon 
questions. 
Quiz 

CHAPTER 6 

INDUCTIVE LOGIC 

Weightage: 15% 

Contents Activities Evaluation 
CoPnitive: Inductive a) Forms of Inductive Prohlen~ I) llescriptive - 
l o  understand generalization Generali7ation Inductive solving: questions 
inductive Inductive Analogy Judging the 2 )  Objective test: 

arguments. Analogy h) Factors on which their suength of 3) Determining 

Affective: the strength of -- strength depends inductive 

To appreciate the Arguments. inductive 

use of ~nductive arguments. 
arguments in daily 
life and science. 
Psvchomotor: 
To use inductive 
arguments to solve 
practical problems. 



CHAPTER 7 

SCIENTIFIC METHOD EXPLANATION 

Weightage: 15% 

Objectives Concepts Contents Activities Evaluation 
Cognitive: Scientific method Explanations: I ) (iroup 1 1  Descriptive 
To develop and explanation I )  Scientific and discussion questions 
understanding of unscientific 
the nature of  Characteristic of a 2) Flome 2) Objective 
scientific inquiry. good hypothesis assignments tests 
Affective: 
To develop a sense 3) Class- 3) Assessing 
of respect for the room tests studenu 
using scientific abilities during 
method. discufsion. 
Psvchomotor: 
To give scientific 
explanations in 
problems of daily 
life. 



TEACHING STRATEGIES 

1.  Teachers should use the c>b.iective method of teaching and emphasis on prohing. 

brain storming and problem solving specially in the course for Loge. 

2. Overhead projectors, charts, diagrams etc. should he used in teaching. 

3. Group discussions. debates. seminars etc on key issues must be the integral part of 

classroom activity, especially in Paper A. 

4. In p a w  B feature exercises provided at the end ofthe chapters must he given due 

importance. 



GUIDELINES FOR TEXTBOOK DEVELOPERS 

Guidelines for text book writing. 

I .  The curriculum assumes no background knowledge of philosophy. It is, therefore, 
important to develop textbooks, both in English and Urdu or in any other medium 
of instruction for real implementation of committee's suggestion. 

2. Extreme care needs to be given in preparing textbooks so that intermediate level 
remains well below of the Degree programme. 

3. A textbook may preferably be written by a panel of authors and then reviewed by 
panel of experts at National level. 

4. At the end of each chapter, summary of the chapter in the form of every points 
may be given. 

5. A descriptive glossary should be appended in the textbooks. This glossary should 
include and explain important term used in main body the of book. 

6. Textbook writers are desired to complete the textbook as early as possible. 

7. There shall be two textbooks based respectively on the first course and the second 
course, each of approximately 150- 200 pages of 1 R X 231 8 size. one for class XI 
and one for class XII. 

8. Thought prevailing quantities may also be included at the end of the chapter. 



RESOURCE MATERIAL 

a) Paper I Elements of philosophy 

1. Living Issues in Phi1osoph.v H.H. Titus 

2. The Range q f  Philosophv H.H. Titus 

3. T ~ p e s  ofPhilosophy H.Hocking 

4 .  Plii1osoph.v: The Basics N.Warhurton. 

5 .  Philosophv: The Classics N.Warburton. 

6 .  Reconstnrctiot~ q f  Reli,qiorrs Thou~lit in Islam M. Iqhal 

7. Metaphj>sics qflqhal E.Eshrat 

Paper - I1 Logic and scientific method 

1 . An Introducriot~ to Logic 1. M. Copi and C. Cohen. 

2. The Art o f  Reasoning D. Kelly 

3 .  Elemenrs o f  Logic S. Barker. 

4 .  Elements ofModern Logic R.L. Stehhing 

5 .  Introdrtction to Logic I'. Suppes 

6 .  I,~trodirction to Logic and Scienti/ic Methods Cohen and Nagel 

7 .  General Logic E. M. Adam 



ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 

1. Examination should aim at testing the knowledge and its application to situations. 

2. Problem solving and objective type tests items be used as much as possible. 

3. Descriptive questions should also be asked specially in elements of philosophy 

(XI) 

4. The objective questions are to be patterned as fallows 

a) Completion 

b) Multiple choice: 

C) Matching: 

d) True/False: 

e) Short answers:. 

5. Distribution of marks: 

Boards of Intermediate and Secondary Education at the end of academic years 

will follow the distribution of marks as under: 

a) Paper - I Elements of Philosophy Total marks= 100 

b) Paper - I1 Logic and Scientific Methods Total marks= 100 

Five questions of 20 marks each. One section based on objective type test 

items will (compulsory). 



TEACHER TRAINING 

I .  Refresher courses be arranged to orientate the teachers regarding the objectives 

and methods of teaching for and to acquaint them with recent trends in the 

sui)ject. 

2. Academy of Teachers: there is a need for an academy for college teachers where 

they will be given pre service1 in service training in modem methods of teachirig 

Philosophy. 
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